THE EVOLUTION OF TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS: CONDITIONS FOR ESTABLISHMENT IN BACTERIAL POPULATIONS.
Previous theoretical studies have shown that bacterial transposons can become established in populations by infectious transfer, even if they reduce the fitness of their host cells. Conditions for the persistence of "parasitic" transposons are, however, restrictive: i) transposition must be replicative, rather than conservative; ii) the rate of transposition must be greater than the loss in host fitness caused by the transposon; and iii) cells must exchange plasmids at rates greater than the fitness cost of the transposon. I sought to test the validity of the model underlying this theory by performing experiments with laboratory populations of the bacterium Escherichia coli, the conjugative plasmid R100, and the transposons Tn3 and Tn5. A plasmid-borne transposon was introduced at low frequency into a population of bacteria carrying the same plasmid without the transposon in a habitat where the transposon offered no benefit to its host. The fate of the invading transposon was followed by tracking the various bacterial populations appearing in the cultures. Using independent estimates of the parameters of the model, predicted population changes were generated with numerical solutions of the model, and these were compared to experimental results. Plasmids transferred into new hosts as predicted by the model, and the resulting transconjugant populations either maintained a steady low density or rose slowly in abundance. Transposition appeared to play no role in population changes. Abundance of all cell types fit theoretical predictions of a system with no transposition, despite evidence that transposition was taking place. This is exactly what the model predicted. It thus appears unlikely that deleterious or neutral transposons have much impact on the genetics of bacterial populations. This is consistent with the hypothesis that most bacterial transposons are not parasitic DNA, but rather invade and persist in populations by providing a fitness advantage to cells carrying them.